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Abstract 
Proper planning and preparation is critical for a successful migration to SharePoint 2010. This white 

paper outlines the key migration challenges and details proven strategies for assembling a migration 

team; defining a vision, timeline, and budget; and understanding your existing data sources before 

beginning your migration. 

Introduction 
Migrating content to a new SharePoint 2010 environment requires careful planning. This paper shares my 

proven strategies, best practices, tips and tricks gleaned from working with a wide range of companies of 

different sizes, in many different industries, for many years. It is intended to help organizations ensure 

that they have performed due diligence prior to a migration, which will in turn ensure that the project is a 

success. The paper also provides information on Quest Software solutions that can help with migration 

planning and execution. 

The paper focuses on some of the most common platforms that content can be moved from: Windows 

Server file shares, Exchange public folders, and previous versions of SharePoint. However, the strategies 

discussed can also be applied to content from other sources, such as Documentum, Novell or UNIX file 

shares, Notes databases, and web sites. 

Overview of Migration Challenges 
Each migration poses unique challenges, but from a high level, migration challenges can be categorized 

as follows: 

 Resource challenges – Many organizations have cut back on their IT staff and budget and find it 

hard to allocate resources to perform the due diligence work required for a successful migration. 

 Budget challenges – Often the complexity of migrations is underestimated by senior 

management, who see migration as simply moving files from one place to another. Therefore, 

insufficient funds are often allocated to migration projects. 

 Vision and scope challenges – Creating a clear, concise and actionable vision and scope takes 

time, but the vision should be well-defined and communicated to ensure that each participant 

clearly understands the primary goals. 

 Insufficient information about the data –Would you move to a new house without taking an 

inventory of your current house, to determine what must be moved and what can be disposed of? 

Of course not. Yet organizations sometimes charge ahead and start their migration without first 

reviewing the data to be migrated; this can lead to serious problems during the process. Before 

starting your project, take the time to:  

o Determine the number, sizes, and types of files to be migrated 

o Uncover forbidden characters in file names and other potential migration issues 

o Understand folder structure and metadata requirements 
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o Review data stored in previous versions of SharePoint to determine if older versions 

need to be migrated and whether there are customizations to lists and libraries (such as 

site columns or workflows) that need to be migrated. 

 Insufficient understanding about SharePoint containers – SharePoint 2010 lists and libraries 

offer many powerful features for data and document management. Therefore, the migration team 

must understand the different types of lists and libraries before mapping existing content in other 

sources to SharePoint 2010. For example, data in Excel spreadsheets might be better managed 

in a SharePoint 2010 list; data in an Access database can be exported and linked to a SharePoint 

list; and Excel content can be published using Excel Services. Also consider using SharePoint’s 

many site and site collection templates to customize your target environment for better 

collaboration and document management. 

 Missing the opportunities of the migration – Whether you are migrating from file shares, web 

sites, Exchange public folders, older SharePoint environments, or other document and content 

management systems, migration offers you a rare opportunity to “clean house” and take 

advantage of new SharePoint 2010 features, such as audiences, workflows, metadata, managed 

metadata, and content types. 

 Overcomplicating the migration – Finally, avoid making the migration process too complicated. 

This can lead to an overly long migration and a complex target environment that is difficult for IT 

to manage and for end users to use. 

The following sections provide recommendations that will help your organization better understand and 

overcome these challenges to ensure a successful migration project. 

Defining the Migration Team 
An effective SharePoint migration team should involve people from across the organization, not just IT 

resources. Ideally, the team will include all of the following: 

 A steering committee that will oversee the effort from a high level 

 The individuals doing the work, their managers, escalation points, and “visionaries” 

 SharePoint subject-matter experts and trainers 

 Representatives from the non-IT departments who stand to benefit from the migration or who are 

sponsoring it, such as human resources, marketing, ITIL, and sales.  

Having this breadth of membership on the migration team ensures that non-technical factors are taken 

into account. Remember, IT may call a project a success, but if the knowledge workers can’t find their 

documents or don’t understand the new interface or features, the organization may consider it a failure. 

A helpful tool to consider is the RACI charting strategy. RACI stands for Responsible, Accountable, 

Consulted, and Informed. For each task or phase, exactly one individual or group is defined as being 

accountable for the results, while one or more individuals or groups are responsible for completing the 

tasks. Other individuals can be consulted for their input, and certain users are simply informed about the 

task. (A variation of the RACI is the RASCI [or RASIC] matrix, which adds a Support role that is also 

involved in solution delivery.) 

A RACI chart is a simple and powerful vehicle for communication because it defines and documents each 

person or group’s level of responsibility for each for each task in a migration project. This helps keep 

resources focused on their tasks at the right level of involvement. Note that responsibilities often cross 
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team lines; for instance, the steering committee and IT management often share responsibility for 

creating the vision (though only IT management is accountable for this task). Figure 1 provides a sample 

RACI table for an organization planning a SharePoint migration. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Sample RACI chart for a SharePoint migration 

Defining the Vision, Timeline, and 

Budget for the Migration 

Defining the Vision 
An important step of the preparation process is to define specific goals for the migration. It is often easiest 

to start with a vision statement, which could be a handful of sentences that describe the high-level goals 

for the project. This statement is the foundation for the more detailed and specific project goals. For 

example, a vision statement could be the following three goals: 

 Migrate content from the old intranet and SharePoint 2007 portal to SharePoint 2010 quickly and 

efficiently. 

 Intelligently execute the migration by allocating resources to review the existing data and plan for 

retiring stale and duplicate data. 

 Effectively use SharePoint 2010 tools to enhance collaboration and user productivity in the new 

environment. 

Guiding principles from the vision statement provide direction to the project, and can then be broken out 

into specific tasks to define basic project milestones. For example, the first bullet of the sample vision 

statement could then be broken down into the following actionable steps: 
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 Review existing data to determine what needs to be migrated from the intranet and SharePoint 

2007. 

 Determine the best method to migrate the content. 

 Determine the costs for any software needed. 

 Determine the labor costs for SharePoint subject matter experts (SMEs) to complete the 

migration.  

 Determine the time needed from internal company resources to assist in the migration. 

Having a basic, agreed-upon vision and milestones for the project will dramatically improve the chances 

of its success. In fact, those documents are necessary to even determine whether the project was 

successful, since they set the success criteria.  

Planning the Timeline for the Migration 
Once the goals have been defined, it makes sense to outline the steps involved in the migration and a 

proposed timeline. This timeline can be a simple Visio timeline, a more involved Microsoft Project plan, or 

something in between, but it should clearly specify the start and end dates and the milestones for the 

project.  

Two important components to include in the timeline are the time required to document and analyze the 

existing stores of data and the time required to test different migration processes and products. Once a 

product or process is chosen, test runs should be performed with subsets of the migration data in order to 

measure how long the process takes and to see if errors occur, perhaps because of unsupported files or 

formats. A standard practice is to test a small migration (such as 10 percent of the total data), review the 

results, and then perform larger tests (perhaps 20 percent and then 50 percent of the total data) to 

validate the initial findings. 

Defining the Budget for the Migration 
All too often, organizations budget for their new SharePoint 2010 servers and the associated software, 

but not for a well-orchestrated migration. Whether you purchase third-party migration tools, hire external 

consultants and contractors, or use in-house resources, there will be a cost to the migration. The budget 

should be revisited several times during the project; variables include the accuracy of IT’s understanding 

of the data to be migrated, the use of third-party migration tools, the use of external consultants, and 

training and support requirements.  

One decision that affects the budget is whether to use third-party migration tools, develop tools in-house, 

or simply use out-of-the-box document upload tools. Many companies prefer to purchase off-the-shelf 

migration tools; these tools offer a depth and breadth of features that can facilitate the migration process. 

If you want to use a third-party tool, you should determine which tools support the different data sources 

you want to migrate (such as previous versions of SharePoint, Exchange, Notes, eRoom, LiveLink, 

Documentum etc.), choose one or more vendors, and then get quotes on the different products. Most 

products are available for limited trials, so you can at least briefly test your top candidates and rank them 

based on features, usability and cost. Since the price of some migration products is based on the total 

amount of data to be migrated, be sure to include the test migration data in your estimate of the total data 

to be migrated. Note that this cost is another reason to take the time to understand your existing data; 

overestimating the amount of data to be migrated can result in overspending on migration tools.  
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Exploring Your Existing Data Sources  
As discussed earlier in this white paper, in order to properly plan your migration, you need a thorough 

understanding of the existing content that needs to be migrated, including the number, types, and sizes of 

the files, the locations of the files in your folder structure, the permissions assigned to the containers, and 

other related information. 

Once the migration team has a set of reports on the data that needs to be migrated, business users can 

give their input on what needs to be migrated, permissions changes, folder structures, metadata file 

assignments, and other relevant factors. 

Failing to take the time to understand your existing data can lead to a number of problems, including the 

following: 

 The new SharePoint 2010 farm may have an inappropriate design 

 Unexpected difficulties can arise during migration testing 

 Data that did not need to be migrated is migrated 

 Data that should be migrated is not migrated 

 Opportunities for archiving or retiring unneeded data are lost 

 The organization may miss opportunities for take advantage of useful SharePoint features such 

as lists, libraries, metadata, content types, and workflows 

For example, if an organization thinks it has 10 TB of data to migrate, it will size its new SharePoint 2010 

farm accordingly: allocating expensive SAN space, creating multiple site collections and content 

databases, and possibly implementing FAST Search and Enterprise CALs for all users. If it then finds that 

only 2 TB of the data is current, useful and needs to be migrated, a great deal of time and money will 

have been wasted. 

Analyzing File Shares 
If you need to migrate data from file shares, review the following for each file share: 

 Permissions – Who has full control over the data, who has update and delete privileges, and 

who has read only permissions? 

 Currency – Has the data in question ever been reviewed and culled of obsolete or unneeded 

documents? 

 Details – Create a report that covers the following key details about your data: 

o Created dates 

o Last modified date 

o File types (extensions) 

o File sizes 

 Folder structures vs. metadata – Are there folder structures in place for source data that need 

to be replicated, or can metadata in SharePoint 2010 libraries be used instead? 

 Retention requirements – Are there company retention policies that dictate the maximum length 

of time documents, e-mails, and other data are kept? 

 File formats – Are all of the source file formats supported in SharePoint 2010? 

 Forbidden characters – Are there forbidden characters in the names of the files that need to be 

changed before migration? (For more information, see this Microsoft article.) 

http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;en-us;905231
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 File size – How big are the largest files to be migrated, and will the SharePoint 2010 

configuration support files of that size? 

 Obsolete data – Are there previous versions of documents that can be left behind?  

A key opportunity exists with file shares and other file structures where folders are used: you can replace 

folders with metadata in SharePoint 2010. To evaluate this option, consider creating a grid like the one 

shown in Figure 2, which represents a sample folder structure from a large organization. The folder levels 

appear across the top; Level 1 is the root folder, level 2 is the next subfolder level, and so on. The folders 

themselves are numbered down the column on the left. A grid like this allows the migration team to review 

the existing environment with the user or users who manage it and determine what the target SharePoint 

structure should look like. 

 

Figure 2. A sample folder structure that could be replaced with metadata in SharePoint 2010 

In this example, the folder structure is messy, some of the folder 

names include meaningless characters to force the folder to the 

top alphabetically, and the folder names have inconsistent 

capitalization and spacing. The migration team should clarify 

whether the responsible end users (typically departmental 

managers) want to keep the structure the same in SharePoint 

2010, clean it up, or use metadata to replace some of the folders. 

For example, the second level of folders might be replaced with a 

managed metadata term set called “Type of Document.” Then, 

whenever a document is uploaded to a document library, the user 

will chooses a value from the “Type of Document” column, which 

will include the choices Audits New, PMO Communications, 

Tools, and Committee General Info. Similarly, the fifth level folder, 

currently titled “-aProjects,” could be turned into a managed 

metadata term set titled “Project Number” and populated with 

appropriate project numbers. 

  

Quest File Migrator for SharePoint provides 

reliable and scalable data migrations from 

NTFS file shares, Novell File Systems (NFS), 

eRoom and other sources to SharePoint 2007 

and 2010. File Migrator for SharePoint filters 

documents by any metdata trigger (such as 

name, size, or date) to ensure you’re 

migrating the desired information. And you 

can add extensive metadata information to 

your files as they migrate, enhancing the 

value of your data set and making search 

much more effective. File Migrator for 

SharePoint can also apply rules that specify 

how you want to handle duplicate and 

checked out files as well as map permissions. 

To learn more, visit http://www.quest.com/file-

migrator-for-sharepoint/. 
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Analyzing Exchange Public Folders 
SharePoint 2010 migrations often include the goal of reducing the 

use of Exchange public folders. Public folders are similar in many 

ways to file shares, but there are a number of additional 

complexities that must be considered during migration planning, 

including the following: 

 Source data – Which version of Exchange is being used 

and which types of files are being stored in public 

folders? 

 Number of items – How many items are stored in the 

different public folders, and do these numbers constitute 

a performance challenge in SharePoint 2010? 

 Exchange rules – Are Exchange rules being used in 

public folders, and do they need to be replicated to the 

SharePoint 2010 environment? 

 Shared calendars – Are shared calendars in use in 

public folders? 

 Target functionality – Is SharePoint 2010 functionality 

sufficient to replace the public folders once the data is 

moved? 

 E-mail enabled libraries – Will SharePoint e-mail 

enabled libraries be used, and if so, does the 

organization understand the differences in how e-mail 

attachments are handled in SharePoint 2010? 

 Security – Will users from outside of the organization 

need to be able to access SharePoint 2010 e-mail 

enabled libraries, and does the organization understand 

how this will affect security? 

Many organizations don’t realize the complexity involved in 

moving Exchange public folder content to SharePoint 2010. 

Going through a thorough discovery process and then actually 

moving a representative sample of files from a public folder to 

one or more SharePoint document libraries provides valuable 

insight into the process. 

Analyzing Legacy SharePoint 

Environments 
Even though SharePoint 2010 is very similar to SharePoint 2007, a thorough discovery process is 

important to ensure the success of the migration. Analyzing the data stored in legacy SharePoint farms 

(such as SharePoint 2007) is similar to but more complex than analyzing file shares and public folders. 

For example, for SharePoint 2007 source data, you should look at the site collections in use and the site 

structure within each site collection, and determine whether this organization is appropriate in the target 

environment or whether it could be improved. 

  

With Quest MessageStats, 

organizations can drill down into their 

Exchange public folder infrastructure and 

analyze size, usage, permissions, and 

replication throughout the 

enterprise. Reports can be customized to 

include fields such as the creator of the 

folder, custom attributes, folder age limits 

(expiration), and storage quota limit 

details. This information helps 

administrators understand where public 

folders exist, how they are being used, 

how active they are, the existing 

permissions structure, and other 

environmental information needed ensure 

the project is properly scoped and 

planned. For more information on 

MessageStats, visit 

http://www.quest.com/messagestats/. 

Once you know what you’re migrating, 

Quest Public Folder Migrator for 

SharePoint will facilitate the bulk 

migration of your Exchange public folders 

to SharePoint 2003, 2007 or 2010. With 

Public Folder Migrator, you can either 

preserve your public folder hierarchy, 

data and permissions, or create a 

completely new structure in SharePoint 

that matches your organization's evolving 

needs. The solution provides mapping 

templates to help you map the public 

folder structure to the target SharePoint 

sites, rules to enable you to easily map 

security permissions from public folders 

to SharePoint, and wizard-driven job 

scheduling to automate the migration. For 

more details on Public Folder Migrator for 

SharePoint, visit 

http://www.quest.com/public-folder-

migrator-for-sharepoint/. 

 

http://www.quest.com/messagestats/
http://www.quest.com/public-folder-migrator-for-sharepoint/
http://www.quest.com/public-folder-migrator-for-sharepoint/
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Native Tools 

Microsoft provides a basic tool, the pre-upgrade checker (STSADM), that you can run on your source 

SharePoint 2007 farms to get a report on the readiness of the farm for upgrading. The STSADM 

operation is available with Office SharePoint Server 2007 Service Pack 2. More information is available 

from http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc262231.aspx.  

The report generated by the pre-upgrade checker provides valuable information, including the following: 

 Upgrade readiness and supported paths for all servers and components in the farm  

 Alternate access mapping settings that are being used in the farm. 

 Installed site definitions, site templates, features, and language packs that are installed in the 

farm. 

 Whether any server customizations exist in the farm that are not supported 

 Any database or site orphans in the farm that should be repaired before the upgrade  

 Any missing or invalid configuration settings (such as a missing Web.config file) that exist in the 

farm 

 Any database requirements settings that aren’t supported by SharePoint 2010 

Unfortunately, out-of-the-box reports are of limited use, and only certain components can be exported. 

For instance, Figure 3 shows a Site Collection Usage Summary from SharePoint 2007. While this report 

has useful information, such as requests per day and average requests per day by month, those values 

can’t be exported (although the top requests information can be exported). The migration team would 

have to visit each site individually to get an accurate sense of the level of usage, and separately examine 

the contents in each list and library to accurately assess the most active repositories. 

 

Figure 3. Sample Site Collection Usage Summary from SharePoint 2007 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc262231.aspx
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Third-Party Tools 

Third-party tools can be very helpful during the discovery 

process for legacy SharePoint farms. They allow centralized 

reporting on all sites and can provide valuable insight into the 

following areas: 

 Largest files 

 Orphaned files 

 Duplicate files  

 Top files by user 

 Top unused content 

 Top used content 

This information can be very difficult to compile with the built-in 

SharePoint reports and tools. For example, an administrator 

could look at the All Site Content page for busy sites to get a 

sense of the number of documents in document libraries and the 

number of items in lists, but would be hard pressed to determine 

which files are the most or the least accessed. Alternatively, IIS 

logs can be analyzed with a tool such as Microsoft’s Log Parser, 

but creating the SQL queries to produce the reports can take 

many hours. 

The more powerful third-party tools, such as those from Quest 

Software, even enable you to create custom reports on the data 

that is of most interest to you, so your migration team can make 

more informed decisions. 

To ensure your migration readiness, Quest 

provides tools to assess your current 

environment and get you ready to make the 

upgrade.  

First, you’ll want to ensure that your 

SharePoint environment is ready for upgrade. 

Quest Server Administrator for SharePoint 

gives you maximum insight into SharePoint 

and its underlying platforms, including reports 

on the current configuration of your hardware, 

Windows, SQL Server, IIS, .Net, asp.net, 

WSS, MOSS, Search, and Excel. The built-in 

graphical reports show what is ready to 

upgrade and what is not across all SharePoint 

farms, rating issues so you know what’s 

critical to correct and offering advice on how 

to correct issues before the migration. For 

more on Server Administrator for SharePoint, 

visit http://www.quest.com/server-

administrator-for-sharepoint/. 

As discussed earlier, you also need to review 

how your sites are being used, the storage 

space, content freshness, and permissions 

model. Quest Site Administrator for 

SharePoint will perform a complete discovery 

of your environment to ensure you know 

exactly what’s there. An example of the 

interface is shown in Figure 4. Detailed 

reports will help you analyze the amount of 

storage in your current environment, the most 

used content and unused content, the most 

recent content changes, and who has access 

to SharePoint. Based on these reports, you 

can use Site Administrator to restructure your 

content, realign your permissions model, and 

determine which content should be moved 

first and which is a lower priority. For more on 

Site Administrator for SharePoint, visit 

http://www.quest.com/site-administrator-for-

sharepoint/. 

 

http://www.quest.com/server-administrator-for-sharepoint/
http://www.quest.com/server-administrator-for-sharepoint/
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Figure 4: Quest Site Administrator for SharePoint Enterprise Report  

 

Tip: Quest Software provides a handy and free utility, Site Administrator Reports 

(www.quest.com/sharepointreports). It is a great starting point for learning more about your SharePoint 

environment. The tool takes roughly a minute to configure and use. It requires local installation of 

SilverLight and a locally running service, and then it provides reports on any SharePoint server accessible 

by the credentials you provide. Reports provided include Site Metrics, Site Sizes, Document Sizes, 

Document Type Sizes, Storage Space Distribution, and Report Analysis Log. 

 

Finding Opportunities to Move Spreadsheets and Databases to 

SharePoint  
An additional “quick win” for a migration project can be garnered by moving data from Excel spreadsheets 

or other databases into SharePoint 2010 lists. Most departments have one or more spreadsheets that are 

critical to tracking and reporting activities, but struggle with managing them: they are often circulated via 

e-mail to multiple people who edit them and send them back to the “owner,” who then reviews the 

suggestions, makes fixes, and publishes the final version. Some of these spreadsheets have evolved 

over many years to include customizations, equations and data connections that push the boundaries of 

what Excel was meant to handle.  

http://www.quest.com/sharepointreports
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Moving this data from Excel spreadsheets to SharePoint lists can make management much easier and 

much more efficient. To migrate the data, use SharePoint 2010’s “Import Spreadsheet” option, which 

creates a list based on the contents of an Excel spreadsheet. Alternatively, Excel Services can be used to 

publish an Excel spreadsheet to a SharePoint 2010 document library so that its content can be accessed 

using the Excel Web Access web part for easy viewing and interaction. 

You might also have other databases created by various programs that need to be available after 

migration. You can choose to recreate them in SharePoint 2010, but if your goal is to make it easier for 

users to know where to find the data stored in the databases, you should consider creating a page in 

SharePoint 2010 that provides the users with reports that pull from the databases. For example, a 

Microsoft Access database can be exported to SharePoint 2010 and the two copies linked so that any 

change to either one is also made to the other.  

Conclusion  
A successful migration of content to SharePoint 2010, regardless of the details of the source environment 

or the size of the organization, depends on careful planning and preparation. This white paper explained 

the importance of forming a migration team and recommended defining the roles and responsibilities of 

the team members using a RACI chart. Other key documents include a vision statement, an outline of the 

scope of the work, a project timeline or project plan, and a realistic budget. All of these planning 

documents depend upon a thorough understanding of the data sources to be migrated, including file 

shares, public folders, and legacy SharePoint environments. Solutions from Quest Software can help you 

achieve this understanding and ensure the success of your migration project. 
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About Quest Software, Inc.
Quest Software (Nasdaq: QSFT) simplifies and reduces the cost of managing IT for more 
than 100,000 customers worldwide. Our innovative solutions make solving the toughest IT 
management problems easier, enabling customers to save time and money across physical, 
virtual and cloud environments. For more information about Quest solutions for application 
management, database management, Windows management, virtualization management,  
and IT management, go to www.quest.com.

Contacting Quest Software
PHONE 800.306.9329 (United States and Canada)
  If you are located outside North America, you can find your  
  local office information on our Web site.

E-MAIL sales@quest.com

MAIL Quest Software, Inc.
  World Headquarters 
  5 Polaris Way 
  Aliso Viejo, CA 92656 
  USA

Contacting Quest Support 
Quest Support is available to customers who have a trial version of a Quest product or who 
have purchased a commercial version and have a valid maintenance contract. 

Quest Support provides around-the-clock coverage with SupportLink, our Web self-service.  
Visit SupportLink at https://support.quest.com.

SupportLink gives users of Quest Software products the ability to:

• Search Quest’s online Knowledgebase

• Download the latest releases, documentation, and patches for Quest products

• Log support cases

• Manage existing support cases

View the Global Support Guide for a detailed explanation of support programs, online services, 
contact information, and policies and procedures. 
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